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Architecture, Urban Design, Spatial Design


Comics, Animation, and Visual Storytelling


Disney, Walt. Snow White. Disney Studios.


Fleischer Brothers. Superman. DC Comics.


Lee, Stan. Works


**{(Cyber) Narrative}**

**Science Fiction**


Sterling, Bruce. various works.

**Fiction and Plays Relevant to Digital Design**


Faulkner, William. Snopes Trilogy.

Faulkner, William. The Reivers.


**Films Relevant to Digital Design**


Toy Story II. Ash Brannon, John Lasseter, Andrew Stanton. Buena Vista, 1999


**Film Art**


Kolker, Robert. Film Forum and Culture.


**Graphic Design / Information Visualization**


**History of Writing, Print and Reading**


Harris, Roy. The Origin of Writing. LaSalle, Il: Open Court, 1986.


Homer. The Iliad and The Odyssey.


**Modern and Post-Modern Art**


**Performance Art / Performance Studies**


Forte, Jeanie. Women's Performance Art: Feminism and Postmodernism.


**Photography**

Crimp, Douglas. The Photographic Activity of Postmodernism.


Play and Games


Radio and Television


**Other Possible Areas of Media Traditions and Forms**

Students may propose other fields or subfields that support their own research focus, for example: Elizabethan Drama, Renaissance Painting, the Victorian Novel, American Literature, Lyric Poetry, Opera, the Ballad, Women's Autobiography, Slave Narratives, etc.